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UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
GRADUATE SCHOOL
• Approximately 4500 graduate students with a 10% growth the last three years
(institutional target is one of four students must be a graduate student)
• Largest graduate school in the Mid-South region
• 122 graduate programs – doctoral (31), masters (56) and graduate certificates
(35)
• Comprehensive university without a medical school – High Level of Research
Activity and knocking on the doors of Carnegie R1 status
• More than 22 graduate programs ranked by U.S. News & World Report
• New Dean of the Graduate School: Dr. Robin Poston

The UMRF Ventures FedEx IT Command Center – Systems Analytics provides
University of Memphis graduate students the opportunity to:
• use advanced software technologies to analyze system performance data
• identify opportunities for improvement of FedEx systems and processes
• work alongside FedEx IT professionals in positions that familiarize them with the
work and organization of the largest employer in Memphis
In order to build this culture of excellence, students will be:
• master the principles of the Purple Promise
• led through the Quality Driven Management principles adopted by FedEx
• encouraged to develop themselves technically and professionally
• fast-tracked for employment based on work performance
• Receive incentives based on academic performance
This IT Command Center will serve as one of the cornerstones of the University
District’s economic revitalization efforts and to serve as a model for recruiting STEM
talent to graduate programs.
Surpluses from UMRF Ventures are plowed back into a university research fund.

+ Students who work, live and
study on campus are more
engaged and have higher GPAs
than those who are not;
+ Graduate students paid about
$25 to $30 an hour;
+ Work schedules are set around
class times;
+ IT command center is student
operated and managed;
+ Recruitment focus is on
students who would not
otherwise afford graduate
school.

LESSONS LEARNT:
• Message to Corporate America: Engage your local graduate school before you consider outsourcing any
sophisticated and well-paying white-collar jobs away from your region – especially during times of full
employment;
• Message to Graduate Schools: Develop the infrastructure and competencies to engage with regional
stakeholders to bring meaningful graduate student work to campus;
• Universities are not passive producers of graduates – graduate schools have a role in regional
economic development and we have a responsibility to help minimize graduate student debt;
• Besides traditional academic affairs, modern graduate schools may need to reach out to and build
stronger partnerships with economic development, research and innovation units on campus;
• Graduate schools have a direct role to play in the development of research parks in university districts
and in engaging regional communities;
• In an environment when lesser and lesser number of doctoral students are going on to join the
professoriate, we need to help them develop alternative career paths while growing the regional
workforce in new areas of the future;
• The line between school and work could be blurring for the benefit of our students;
• The ability of our students to be multidisciplinary and work across interdisciplinary boundaries should
never be underestimated. They ARE able to study/research in one academic discipline while “working”
and contributing to another.

